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Sean Lusk  

Walsh Trading 

April Gold settles 1151.9, up $1.30 

Gold futures failed to sustain the overnight and morning rally to settle just above the unchanged level 

for Thursday’s session. An overnight break in the Dollar index pushed Gold to its best levels of the session 

at 1165.70 basis April futures. However, Gold was unable to regain much of its recent losses as another strong 

reading from the jobs sector rallied stock indices causing a retreat in the yellow metal. April Gold futures traded 

as low as 1147.50 before rebounding near the close to finish the session higher and snap a two day losing streak.  

In economic news today Initial jobless claims dropped to 289,000, a decrease of 36,000 from the previous 

week's revised level of 325,000. Economists expected jobless claims to pull back to 309,000 from the 320,000 

originally reported for the previous week. However retail sales in the U.S. unexpectedly fell for a third straight 

month in February, a report from the Commerce Department showed Thursday, with the decrease partly 

reflecting a substantial drop in auto sales. Retail sales slid 0.6 percent in February following a 0.8 percent 

decrease in January. Economists expected sales to rise by 0.3 percent. 

Outside markets specifically the rallies in the  stock indices and the greenback have restrained Gold from making 

any consistent pushes to the upside. Both have been the investment of choice for investors leaving Gold as a 

third or fourth investment of choice. The increased sentiment for an impending rate hike by the Federal Reserve 

simply has resulted in rallies being sold in the precious metals complex. I do suspect we could see some short 

covering in the metals next week as the Fed starts a two day policy meeting with a policy announcement to 

follow the meeting.  However I believe both Gold and Silver will need either something else to enter into the 

market or for the Fed to surprise and adopt a more dovish tone in the near term to reverse Gold’s fortunes and 

ignite a rally that could have Gold to at the very least recoup its losses from last Friday’s unemployment report.  

 



 

 

For those interested in grains, Walsh Trading’s Senior Grain analyst Tim Hannagan hosts a free grain 
webinar each Thursday at 3:00 PM central time. Tim has been ranked the #1 grain analyst in the United 
States per Reuters and Bloomberg for his most accurate price predictions for soybeans and corn in the 
years 2011 and 2012. Link for next week’s webinar is below. If you cannot attend live, a recording will 
be sent to your email upon signup. Or please contact me at anytime at 888 391 7894 or  

slusk@walshtrading.com 

Sign Up Now 

 

 

Weekly Swing #s GCJ 15 March 13, 2015 

Resistance#2- 1173.2 

Resistance#1- 1162.5 

Pivot-              1155.0 

Support#1-     1144.7 

Support#2-     1136.8 
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